Refreshingly different
If you are looking for a quiet retreat away from the chaos of routine life, this is the perfect place to be Holiday in
Kerala means serenity come to life and nothing could be more relaxing than spending a few days in this Lemon Tree
Resort at Muhamma, Alleppey. Situated on the Western shore of Kumarakom at the very edge of Vembanad Lake,
the resort offers a mesmerising view of the serene backwaters. Muhamma is easily accessible from both Kochi and
Kumarakom and makes for an ideal getaway.

Set amidst wide green open spaces, the resort can actually be therapeutically rejuvenating. With 27 luxury rooms and
suites facing the Vembanad lake, the resort is perfect for a leisure stay as well as business meetings. As you walk
into the resort, a sense of tranquility engulfs you, especially as the color scheme of yellow and green is refreshing in
itself. For those who want to enjoy the pleasure of a boat stay, you have the Cruising Villa, a premium two bedroom
air-conditioned house boat complete with an upper deck, Jacuzzi and a home theatre system.

A stay in the resort is pampering with round the-clock room service. The multi-cuisine coffee shop - Citrus Cafe
ensures that you experience the best of local and international cuisine without even stepping out. Citrus Cafe has a
complete view of the lake and also includes an alfresco dining area which makes it an ideal place to enjoy a quite
meal with friends and family.
The Ayurveda spa is an added attraction for guests looking for a rejuvenating experience. This wellness centre uses
ancient and authentic Ayurveda principles to heal both the mind and the body. From simple reflexology sessions to
therapeutic massages, the choices are plenty. For those interested in outdoor activities, the large pool is a real treat.
Also lazing around the pool with a drink in hand could be relaxing in such idyllic surroundings. The resort can also
arrange for water sports like speed boat or leisure boat rides or additional house boats with prior notice.
Besides leisure trips, the resort is also ideal for business meetings and conferences with its well equipped business
centre and conference room. So, whether you are looking for a tranquil holiday or a business meeting in nature's lap,
the Lemon Tree resort will not disappoint you.

Summer Special Offer
The offer includes accommodation for two persons; Buffet breakfast at Citrus Cafe; 10% discount on food and
beverage (excluding alcohol); 2 bottles of mineral water replenished daily and all government taxes as applicable.
Tariff: Rs 6,999 for 2 nights/3 days Valid upto 30th September 2009
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